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Organizational Designs for Software Maintenance

E. Burton Swanson
Graduate School ofManagement

University of California, Los Angeles

ABSTRACT

Organization design theory is applied to issues in information systems (IS) management of
application software maintenance. Following the suggestion of Galbraith (1973, 1977), it is
arguedthatinceaseduncertaintyinthemaintenancetaskrequiresorganizationaladaptation
to reduce the IS need for information processing in support of this task, or, alternatively, to
increase the capacityforthe same. Sources ofuncertaintyinthe maintenancetaskare identi-
fied, and a numberof related propositions are developed and enumerated. A corresponding
set of design alternatives for maintenance management is also presented and given theo-
retical interpretation.

Introduction supporting organizationdesign.Thus,ourapplicationof
this theory begins with the indentification of sources of
uncertainty in the maintenance task, and follows with

The maintenance of computer application software is a theindentificationofalternativeinformationprocessing
subject which has received increasing attention. An solutions. In the course of this application, the literature
early article suggested that maintenance was similar to on software maintenance is examined. The result, it is
an"iceberg,"withlowvisibilitybuthighimpactpotential hoped, is a fresh view of application software mainten-
for the success or failure of the information systems ance and its management
organization (Canning, 1972). Survey research has
since assessed the magnitude and dimensions of the
maintenance problem (Lientz, et at 1978; Lientz and
Swanson, 1980): Solution-oriented books now follow
(e.g., Martin and McClure, 1983). The Maintenance Thsk

Muchresearchremainstobeaccomplished.Aparticular Software maintenance consists of three forms of work
need is for theory which unites the fragmented findings activity termed corrective, adaptive, and.perfective.
and anecdotalwisdom The presentpaperaspires to this (Swanson, 1976). In corrective maintenance, failure in
end software processing, performance, and implementation

are addressed. In adaptive maintenance, the software is
Organization theory is applied here to the maintenance improved, eliminating processing inefficiencies, en-
task of the information systems organization. Specifi- hancing performance, or increasing maintainability
cally, a theory of organization design proposed by Gal- itself.
braith (1973, 1977) is applied to an analysis of the
maintenance task, and to the identification of design The effective and efficient management of software
alternatives for organizing the maintenance function maintenance requires that information and decisions be
responsible for this task. Galbraith's theory argues organized and deployed in support of all three forms of
broadly that increased uncertainty associated with any maintenancework The taskuncertaintyassociatedwith
task requires an information processing solution in the this workmay be argued to be the crucial determinant of

Acknowledgement: Partial support for this research was provided by the Information Sys-
tems Program, Office of Naval Research, under contract N00014-75-C-0266, project
number NR049-345. Helpful comments on an earlier version of the paper were made by
Cynthia M Beath and three anonymous reviewers. A number of the ideas presented were
developed in a course taught at the IBM European Systems Research Institute, La Hulpe,
Belgium.
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the information and decision support requirement (Gal- the portfolio, measured in terms of number of systems,
braith, 1977). From this "contingency perspective," the greater the diversity of the maintenance task This
uncertainty should differ across IS organizations and followsfromtherangeofapplicationsrepresentedwith-
accordingly, require vatying approaches to IS organiza- in the portfolio itself (2) Further, the larger the systems
tion design in the portfolio, measured in terms of amount of source

code, the greater the task difficulty (Lientz and Swan-
The amount ofuncertainty associatedwith the mainten- son, 1980; Gremillion, forthcoming). This is a result of
ance task may be understood to rest upon three factors: the complexity which is characteristic of larger systems.
task variability (over time), task diversity (the range of And (3) the greater the variance in system size within the
service provided, and the associated division of labor), portfolio, the greater the task diversity. In this case, it is
and task difficulty (in meeting performance objectives) recognized that systems of different size characteristics
(Galbraith, 1977). In the following paragraphs, these pose different maintenance problems.
three factors are examined in detail as applied to the
maintenance task. It is also well understood that (4) the less reliable the

software in the portfolio, the greater the maintenance
The basis of the maintenance task is understood to be task variability and difficulty. Lack of reliability may be
the installed application system portfolio. This portfolio attributedto software faults(Le. bugs), andthese leadto
consists of all operational application systems forwhich unpredictable outcomes, and require maintenance of
the IS organizationhas ongoingmaintenance and devel- the corrective type.
opment responsibility.

In Table 1, the elements of uncertainty in the mainten- Level of integration of the system portfolio should also
ance task are summarized. Each will be discussed in affect the maintenance task. Specifically, (5) the greater
tum Propositions relating to task variability, diversity, the level of integration of the portfolio, the greater the
and difficulty are developed and enumerated. task difficulty. This follows from the necessity to main-

tain consistency of assumptions across systems.

Table 1 Whatever the level of integration of the portfolio, how-
ever, consistency of architectural design will also be an

Sources of Uncertainty in the Maintenance Thsk influential factor. The use of alternative approaches to
modularization and structured program design should

-Portfolio size (1-3) be particularly important, for example (Vessey and
-Portfolio reliability (4) Weber, 1983). Thus, (6) the less the commonality of

design within the portfolio, the greater the task of-Portfolio integration (5) diversity.
-Portfolio architecture (6)
-Portfolio age (7,8) Portfolio age is also an important consideration (Lientz
-Portfolio language (9,10) and Swanson, 1981; Guimaraes, 1983). 'Ito additional
-Hardware and system software base (11,12) propositions follow. (7) The older the systems in the
-Use of software development tools (13, 14) portfolio, the greater the task difficulty. (8) The greater

the variance in age within the portfolio, the greater the
-Level of innovation (15) task diversity. In general, the effects of age upon the
-User population (16, 17) maintenance task are indirect, rather than direct. Thus
-Skills of the maintenance staff (18) for example, variance in age within the portfolio tends to
-System experience of the maintenance staff (19) be associated with lack of design commonality, and

thereby greater task diversity. For this reason, the prop-
-Documentation of the systems portfolio (20, 21) ositions relating to age may be useful primarily for their

diagnostic, as opposed to their explanatory utility.

Note: numbers refer to relevant propositions The language of the portfolio source code also affects
presented in the text maintainability (9). The more aged the languages of the

portfolio, assessed in terms of language generations, the
greater the task difficulty. On the other hand, transition
to more current languages often entails another consid-

Portfolio size is obviously the major contributor to the emtion. Namely, (10) the greaterthe numberof languages
magnitude of the maintenance task Three propositions employed within the portfolio, the greater the task
related to task uncertainty are suggested (1) The larger diversity.
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A similar argument follows for the portfolio's system the less the systems experience of themaintenance staff,
software and hardware base. (11) The more aged the the greater the task difficulty. This occurs because sys-
systemsoftwareandhardwarebase, assessedintermsof tems experience is the primary basis for retention and
equipment generations, the greater the task difficulty. extension of knowledge about the application system
By the same token, transition to current generations portfolio. Evidence in support of this proposition is re-
involves the problem that (12) the greater the number of ported in Lientz and Swanson (1980).
systems in the base, the greater the task diversity.

Knowledge about this application system portfolio may
The employment ofsoftware tools in the developmentof also be shared by means of documentation methods.
the portfolio is also a factor of significance. In principle, Therefore, (20) the more complete, consistent, and cur-
(13) the greater the use of appropriate development rent the documentation, with respect to the software
tools, the less the maintenance task difficulty. However, being maintained, the less the task difficulty. On the
(14) the. greater the variety of development tools ap- other hand, (21) the more demanding the documenta-
plied, the greater the task diversity. Again, a balance tion process, the greater the difficulty of the mainten-
must thus be sought between two basic considerations ance task. One difficulty must thus be borne in ameli-

oration of the othen
A closely related consideration is the level of innovation
in the portfolio. In general, (15) the greater the level of As summarized in'Ihble 1, thirteen sources have been
innovation within the portfolio, the greaterthemainten- related by means of twenty-one propositions to main-
ancetaskdifficultyandvariability. Thisisinherenttothe tenance task variability, diversity, and difficulty, and
nature of the innovation process. In the case of applica- thereby to overall maintenance task uncertainty. For
tion system software, innovations in both software de- present purposes, the suggestion is that these proposi.

velopmenttechnologyandfunctionalityareofrelevance tions be admitted as working hypotheses by means of
in this regard which maintenance task uncertainty may be indirectly

assessed (e. g. through measures of portfolio size and
The composition of the user population served is of age, user population size, etc.). This uncertainty pre-
partictilar importance in understanding the mAinten-
ance task In general, (16) the larger the user population

sents an information processing requirement to the IS

served, themore diverse themaintenance task And(17)
orgAnization. The necessary response to. this require-

the greater the turnover in the user population served
ment takes the form of a choice among organizational
design alternatives. In the section to follow, the theory

the more variable the maintenance task. These conse- associated with these alternatives is sketched
quences follow naturally from the usual variance in user
need within a user population, on the one hand, and
those changes in priorities characteristic of normal
organizational turnover, on the othen Basic Organizational
Summarizing to this point in the discussion, elements of Design Alternatives
maintenance task uncertainty have been identified as
associated with the application system portfolio, the A summary of Galbraith's basic organization design
technological base, and the user population served strategies is presented in'Ihble 2. The general thesis is
These elements are the important determinants of the that an organization composes its particular strategy
amount of information required in task performance. fromthe alternative components listed accordingtothe
However, task uncertainty is understood to be the dif- level oftaskuncertaintyitfaces.Abrief discussionofthe
ference between this requisite information and that basic component alternatives follows. For a complete
which is already possessed by the organization. (Gal- treatment, the reader is referred to Galbraith (1977).
braith, 1973). Thus, other elements of task uncertainty
are to be indentified by considering the knowledge base The organization's hierarchy of authbrity provides the
of the organization. fundament:al means of resolving organizational uncer-

tainties. Because the hierarchy is suject to overload,
The maintenance staff itself is an important source of even where substantial discretion is exercises at lower
task knowledge, and task uncertainty. Fundamentally, levels,rulesand proceduresare furtheradopted,provid-

(18) the lesserthe skill level ofthemaintenance staff, the ing policy guidance for decision makers. Repetitive de-

greater the task difficulty. On the other hand, skills cisions may thus be moved to lower levels of the organi-

which are inapplicable to the systems maintained pro- zation. Planning and goal setting are a third design

vide no advantage. alternative, and are used for the same general purpose.
Theirparticularvirtueis the efficientuse ofthe informa-

Experience by the maintenance staff with the systems tion processing capacity of the hierarchy, through a
being maintained is particularly important Thus, (19) focus of the substance of the communication.
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Lastly, lateral relations may be employed to enhance the
Table 2 information processing capacity of the organization. In

this case, the establishment of lateral communication
Galbraith's Basic Organizational Design Strategies channels provides means for uncertainty resolution

across organizational units, as an alternative to upward
hierarchicalreferral Amongthe variouslateralrelations

-Hierarchy of authority alternatives are: direct lateral contact, the liaison role,
the task force, the team, the integrating role, the man--Rules and procedures
agerial linking role, and the matrix organization

-Planning and goal setting (Galbraith, 1977).
-Narrowing span of control
-Environmental management Importantly, the basic design mechanisms sketched

above are posited by Galbraith to be exhaustive of the-Creation of slack resources alternatives open to the organization. A strong predic-
-Creation of self-contained tasks tion follows: Faced with an increase in task uncertainty,
-Investment in management information system the organization necessarily adopts one or more of the
-Creation of lateral relations alternatives. The default alternative is the creation of

organizational slack through a reduction in required
level of performance. The rational alternative is the least-

Note: adapted from Galbraith (1977). costone, amongthosewhichsufficetomeettheinforma-
tion processing requirement Relative costs are under-

Where the hierarchy is subject to increasing overload, - stood to vary according to circumstances, and thus the
the span of control of the managermay also be reduced. strategies actually chosen may reasonably vary across
Thisshouldberecognizedasessentiallyequivalenttoan organizations with comparable levels of task uncertainty.
increase inthe size of the hierarchy itself.
In response to yet more task uncertainty, the organization
must adopt other alternatives for reducing its need for Organizational Design
information processing, or for increasing its capacity for for Maintenancethe same. Environmental management provides one
basic alternative for reducing uncertainties about
external events. Cooperative schemes including con- The problem of organizational design for maintenance
tracting, coopting, and coalescing are included here arises with the natural growth of the application system
among others in this category of activity (see Galbraith, portfolio. The installed systems which constitute this
1977). portfolio shape the nature and magnitude of the main-

tenance task, inadditiontoprovidingthe pointof depar-The creation of slack resources may also be used to re- ture for further new system development The growthduced the need for information processing This is of the workforce to maintain and develop the portfolioachieved through a relaxation of constraints upon per- motivated increasing structural differentiation of theformance, e.&, through the extention of project due organization, and a corresponding elaboration of thedates, or the easing of quality controls. Such relaxation management hierarchy as well This hierarchy is theof constraints makes problematic situations less fre- ultimate recourse for resolution of problems associatedquent, and thereby reduces the information load which with task uncertainty as described earlier.must be borne by the hierarchy.

Self-contained tasks constitute another design alterna- Faced with various levels of task uncertainty, the IS
tive for reducing the amount of information which must managementhierarchymaybeexpectedtoadoptdesign
be processed. Here, the idea it to shift the organization strategies across the fullrange of alternatives described
from a functional division by labor type to one in which in Thble 2. In this section, the literature of software
each unit has all the resources needed to perform its task. maintenance is examined, in terms of these strategic
Organization according to product or service category alternatives. (For a guide to the software maintenance
typically results. literature, see Swanson et aL 1984.) Motivating this

examination is the conjecture that our common know-
In contrast to the above strategies, investment in man- ledgeaboutmanagementofmaintenance, thatwhichhas
agement in:formation systems may be undertaken to been obtained both from research and from practice,
increase the organization's capacity to process informa- had indentifiable foundations in the organization theory
tion. Such investment enables managers to replanmore sketched above.
frequently than would otherwise be possible, and to
apply greater computational sophistication to the pro- Basic alternatives for organizing the maintenance hier-
duction of the plan as well archy of authotity have been described byMarkus (1984):
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(i) the inclusion of the maintenance unit within the com- agement The important effect is the reduction of main-
puter operations function; (ii the inclusion of the main- tenance task variability. The demand for maintenance,
tenance unit within the software development function; which is characteristically incremental, fragmented, and
and (iii) the distribution ofmaintenance across projects, unpredictable, is channeled by means of a preexisting
in a project form or organization. Various hybrids of decision structure into a pattern around which mainten-
these basic alternatives are often adopted in practice. ance work may be organized with increased certainty.

The adoption of maintenance rules and procedures is Various organizational means for encouraging "user
frequently recommended by practitioners concerned involvement" may also be seen as fundamentally direct-
with the managment of maintenance (see e. g., Perry, ed toward environmental management An example is
1981). Consistent with such advice, widespread use of the user steering committee (Nolan, 1982). Established
procedures for the recording and documention of user by a number ofIS organizations to assist in setting work
change requests operational trouble reports, and priorities, italso provides a basicmeans ofusercoopera-
changes to the programs themselves have been con- tion in that senior user representatives are presented
firmed by Lientz and Swanson (1980). Such basic with the full set of work demands placed upon IS man-
recording and documentation procedures serve to order agement and asked to share in the responsibility for
the execution of the maintenance task, faciHtating allocation of scarce IS resources. The desired long-term
coordination and minimizing the need for management effect of such cooperation is a reduction in maintenance
referral. task diversity and variability through the development

of a common view.Additional examples of procedures include the accept-
ance test procedures by which software is formally trans-
ferredfromdevelopmenttooperationandmaintenance, Perhaps the most extreme form of environmental man-

agementisthepurposefuladjustmentofstrategytocre-and the establishment of life cycle audits which are em- ateanewdomainoforganizationalactivityandexchangeployed to provide continuing, periodic"cradle to grave" relationships. One example of such "environmentalreassessment of all application systems in the portfolio.
Evidence of the usefulness of formal periodic audits in maneuvering" in maintenance is the proposal for user-

developed (and, by implication, user-maintained) sys-
managing the software maintenance burden has been tems (McLean, 1979). Such a strategy, appropriately
reported by Lientz and Swanson (1980). termed "off-loading," reduces IS task uncertainty

The adoption of criteria for maintenance management through allthree of its components. (Whetheritreduced
task uncertainty for the organization as a whole is an-such as those proposed by Arnold et aL, (undated), con- other matter altogether!)stitutes an excellent example of planning and goal set-

tingin supportofmaintenance. As discussedabove, this
form of activity is designed to focus management com- The creation of slack organizational resources provides
munication about the maintenance task, and hence to another means of reducing the need for information
reduce the information load borne by the hierarchy. processinginmaintenancemanagement Theavoidance

or delay of scheduled commitments through the crea-
No evidence on the adjustment of the span of controlin tion or the "applications backlog" constitutes one ex-
mamtenance management was uncovered m our survey ample, and characteristically represents the default
of the literature. However, in one case currently under alternative. As long as user requests for current system
study in which the maintenance unit was recently·sub- improvements are consigned to the backlog, their asso-
divided, thus halving the span of control advantages ciated task uncertainty need not be faced. This is some-
for managerial information processing were well under- times enabled by classifying requested improvements
stood. as enhancements requiringjustification comparable to

that for new system development rather than as main-
Strategic alternatives for reducing the organizational tenance to which the IS organization is already obligated
need for information processing include environmental Alternatively, a priority is assigned which ensures that
management creationofslackresources, and creation of the requestcontinuestofalltothe"bottom ofthestack"
self- contained tasks. Applications of these concepts ina Aformofenvironmentalmanagementisthusalsoachieved
maintenance context are described next by this alternative. Stack resources may also be created

by arranging for contract maintenance personnel to be
The use of scheduled maintenance, the batching and provided to meet those exigencies of demand naturally
implementation of software changes on a regular, peri- associated with overall task veriability.
odic basis has been recommended by Lindhorst (1973)
and others (including McNei], 1979, who advocated the The creation of self-contained tasks also has application
concept of a "system release discipline"). This tech- in the management of maintenance. Where there is a
nique provides a basic means of environmental man- substantial application portfolio, but relatively low task
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uncertainty, economies of specialization and scale will management information systems and the creation of
tend to favor a functional division of labor e. g., the lateral relations as described above. Illustrative alterna-
separate organization of systems analysis and program- tives in a maintenance context are described next
ming. However, were uncertainty is high for the reasons
indicated above, the motivation exists to create self- High task uncertainty in maintenance may first be ab-
contained tasks which are resource self-sufficient sorbed by means of a computer-based management

information system designed specifically to support the
A basic management alternative in this regard is overall maintenance management function The need to monitor
organization by area of application, with systems analy- the maintenance effort has been emphasized by Lientz
sis and programming integrated within each area unit and Swanson (1980). In this context, the growth of the
This organizational form achieves a reduction in infor- maintenance portfolio and the task diversity thereby
mation processing need through the effective partition- generated, makes a maintenance database a particularly
ing of overall task diversity. However, responsibility for worthwhile effort
maintenance of current systems is combined with new
system development within each area, offering further
opportunity for creation of seM- contained work units The development of maintenance metrics is also an

important means of increasing information processing
A second alternative, which may be combined with the capacity inmaintenance management Such metrics are
first, is the integrationofmaintenance and enhancement fundamental to the development of the maintenance

work on current systems, again organized within area of database (Swanson, 1976). Illustrative is the "Index of
application. In some organizations enhancements are Difficulty" described by Berns (1984) for use by the
treated as "new development" subject to a division of maintainability analysis tool (MAT).

labor other than that applied to routine maintenance
work. Integration of maintenance and enhancements Useofliaisonrolesinthecreationoflateralrelationsmay
thus provides efficiency gains through elimination of the also be exploited in organizational design. As one ex-
communication required to support hierarchical deci- ample, in situations where maintenance of existing sys-
sion making around this distinction. tems is organized separately from new system develop-

ment, the maintenance escort provides a basic design

The integration of maintenance and enhancements alternative (Lientz and Swanson, 1980). The mainten-
takes an inclusive view of the nature of maintenance ance escort may be based in either the maintenance or
work. Where there is substantial task magnitude as well new system development unit In both cases, the indi-

and reasonable independence of cur:rent and future sys- vidual serves in the new system unit during original
tems, the unitary maintenance organization constitutes development andthenaccompaniesthe systemuponits
another self-contained task alternative. (Lientz and transferto the maintenance unit Wheretheindividualis

Swanson, 1980). In this case, all maintenance work on a
based in the new system unit, he or she returns to that

setof currentsystems is undertaken by oneorganization unit after the system is fully absorbed by the maintenance

with our new system development responsibilities. The organization. This concept has been borrowed from

result is a reduction in information processing require- developmentandmanufacturingengineering,whereitis

ments through a corresponding reduction of task diver- well established in practice. The basic virtue of the

sity and variability. escort role is the establishment of a lateral channel of
communication between new system development and
maintenance, and the provision of a vehicle for know-

One final illustrative self-contained taskalternative de- ledge Mansfer through rotating personnel assigments.
serves mention-the concept of the information center The effect is to moderate maintenance task difficulty.
(Hammond, 1982; McCartney, 1983). Aprincipalmotive
in establishing such a center is the provision ofa special-
purpose facility for responding to ad hoc user requests The quick-response team, formed to perform fire. fight-

for reports whichdraw from the organizational database.
ing maintenance of the corrective type (Embry and

An intended benefit is the relief of this burden from the Kennan, 1983),mayprofit firstofallfromthe virtuesofa

shoulders of those already committed to othermainten-
self- contained task, as described above. Because of its

ance and new system development work. This is easily
limited responsibilities, it can specialize its skills and

understood as another means of partitioning task diver-
procedures accordingly. A reduction of maintenance
task diversity is achieved However, the creation of

sity, and thereby reducing the need for information lateral relations may also be involved. This may occur,
processing for this type of service. for example, where personnel from the data processing

center are included on the team in orderto facilitate the
Strategic alternatives for increasing the IS organization's incorporation of quick fixes without recourse to use of
capacity to process information include investment m the management hierarchy.
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Table 3

Organizational Design Alternatives in Maintenance Management

-Maintenance hierarchy of authority
-Basic recording and documentation procedures
-Acceptance test procedure
-Lifecycle audit procedure
-Establishment of criteria for maintenance management
-Scheduled maintenance
-User steering committee
-Off-loading of maintenance
-Applications backlog
-Contracted maintenance
-Organization by area of application
-Integration of enhancements with routine maintenance
-Unitary maintenance organization
-Information center
-Maintenance management information system
-Establishment of maintenance metrics
-Maintenance escort
-Quick-response team
-Quality assurance group

A final illustration of a lateral relations design is the Conclusion
quality assurance group, a team of individuals often
drawn from maintenance programming, data process- As documented above, recent years have seen the
ing, anduserunitsforthepurposeofcontrollingsoftware emergence and adoption of a variety of organizational
quality (Schwartz, 1982). Here, the sharing of quality designs for software maintenance management In the
information by members of the team adds to the infor- present context, this penomenon may be understood to
mation processing capacity of the IS organization as a be a necessary organizational response to the task un-
whole through the provision of this special-purpose certainties associated with the continuing growth and
communication vehicle. gradual recognition of the "maintenance iceberg." As

applied here, the Galbraith theoryprovides the basis for
This completes our brief examination of organizational this understanding. Further, it predicts that as mainten-
design alternatives in software maintenance. A total of ance portfolios continue to accumulate, task uncertain-
19 alternatives has been identified, as summarized in tieswillmotivatefurtherdevelopmentandrefinementof
Thble 3. While the list is not exhaustive, it should suffice organizational design alternatives across the range of
for present purposes. Before concluding, it should be types identified above. Future research should monitor
mentioned that other factors of importance, specifically, and assist this process, in support of practicing informa-
choices of processes for integrating individuals in the tion systems managers.
organization (viz. personnel selection and training, and
reward systems) are also of significance in the present 'I\vo complementary avenues of empirical research are
context as indicated especially by the research of proposed The first is directed toward the examination
Couger and Coulter (1983). Here we have focused our of comparative maintenance environments, organiza-
attention primarily on what Galbraith terms"organizing tional design choices and associated consequences, by·
modes." This limitto our examination must be acknowl-, means ofmultiple field studies conducted in a variety of
edged host organizations These field studies should gather

common quantitative data across organizations, but
In our conclusion, we draw a number of implications for should also seekto identify and documentthose qualita-
information systems research fmm the above discussion tive aspects of the organization which are necessary to
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the understanding of each unique case. In this way, a REFERENCES
collection of cases might be assembled to provide the
foundation for a well- grounded and developed con- Arnold, R.S., Parker, D.A., and Yeh, R.T "The
tingency theory of software maintenance management Dimensions ofHealthyMaintenance," unpublished

manuscript, undated.
The second avenue of research would build from thatof Berns, G.M. "Assessing Software Maintainability,"
the first by studying, over time, the process of change in Communications oftheACM Volume 27, Number 1,
maintenance task environments organizational design January 1984, pp. 14-23.
choices, and associated consequences for a few selected Canning, RG.(ed.),"ThatMaintenanceIcebergy,"EDP
organizational cases. This work would seek to under- Analyzer, Volume 10 1972.
stand the dynamics rather than the statics of mainten- Cougar, J.D. and Colter, M.A Motivation of the Main-
ance management Of particular interest in this regard tenancePtogrammer Cysys, Inc., Colorado Springs,
should be the study of organizational design experi- Colorado, 1983.
ments conducted for learning purposes. Thus, this work Embry, ID. and Keenan, J. "Organizational Approaches
should also contribute to a well-grounded and useful UsedtoImprove the Quality of a Complex Software
contingency theory. Product" Proceedings Software Maintenance Work-

shop, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif-
ornia, December 6-8, 1983, pp. 87-89.In summary of this paper, a review of the software Galbraith, J. Designing Complex Organizatins, Addison-maintenance literature provides informal, but support- Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts, 1973.ive evidence for the proposition that growth of an appli- Galbraith, J. Organization Design, Addison-Wesley,cation system portfolio is characteristically accompa- Reading, Massachusetts, 1977.nied by increased uncertainties in the software mainten- Gremilhon, L. L. "Determinants of Program Repairance task, andthattheinformationsystemsorganization Maintenance Requirements," Communications ofresponds accordingly by adapting its design so as to the ACM, forthcomin@reduce its need for information processing in mainten- Guimaraes, T "Managing Application Program Main-ance tasks, or, alternatively, to increase its capacity for tenance Expenditures," Communications Of the

the same. That is, the Galbraith theory of organization ACM Volume 26, Number 10, October 1983, pp.
design finds ready application to the management of 739-746.software maintenance. Hammond, L W. "Management Considerations for an

Information Center," IBM Systems JournaL Vol-
A variety of sources of uncertainty in the maintenance ume 21, Number 2, 1982, pp. 131- 161.
task have been identified, ashave a numberof organiza- Lientz, B. R and Swanson, E. B. So#ware Maintenance
tional design alternatives in maintenance management Managemen4 Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massa-
In the lattercase, eachalternative is seento be interpret- chusetts, 1980.
able within the Galbraith theory. Further, the theory Lientz, B. R and Swanson, E. B. "Problems in Applica-
itself is fully illustrated by the alternatives idenWied. tion SoftwareMaintenance," Communications ofthe

ACM Volume 24, Number 11, November 1981, pp.
763-769.

Most importantly, parsimonyof theoryhas been achieved Lientz, B. R, Swanson, E. B. and 'Ibmpkins, G. E.
It has been previously recognized that evolving main- "Characteristics of Application Software Mainten-
tenance environments pose complex problems and ance," Communications of the ACM, Volume 21,
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